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SARS-CoV-2 has been detected in more than 141 million people

and caused more than 3 million deaths worldwide. To reduce the

additional loss of millions of lives until natural immunity is

reached, researchers have focused on the only known method to

stop the COVID-19 pandemic: vaccines. The pandemic has

propelled high-speed vaccine development, some based on

novel technology previously not utilized in the vaccine field. The

new technology opens new possibilities and comes with

challenges because the long-term performance of the new

platforms isunknown.Herewereviewthe current leadingvaccine

candidates against COVID-19 and outline the advantages and

disadvantages as well as the unknowns of each candidate.
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Introduction
Clean water and vaccines have saved more human lives

than any other human invention [1�]. The importance of

vaccines has been highlighted since the emergence in

December 2019 of the Severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in Wuhan, China, brought

daily life to a standstill globally. SARS-CoV-2 is a highly

transmissible and pathogenic virus that can cause corona-

virus disease 2019 (COVID-19), leading to severe, life-

threatening respiratory pathologies and lung injuries [2]. As

of February 27, 2021, 113 million people had been infected,

with 2.5 million deaths worldwide [3��]. Global efforts to

end the current pandemic hinge on necessary travel restric-

tions and precautions and, in the long run, require control
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by mass vaccinations, a strategy previously used to prevent

diseases like smallpox and polio successfully [4].

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein gains entry into human cells

by binding to the human angiotensin-converting enzyme

2 (ACE2) [5]. Receptor binding and membrane fusion

activity have been attributed to the S1 and S2 subunits of

the trimeric spike protein. The S1 subunit contains the

receptor-binding domain (RBD) that binds to the ACE2

receptor. Antibodies that bind to the spike protein,

especially to its receptor-binding domain (RBD) and

the N-terminal domain (NTD), prevent its attachment

to the host cell and neutralize the virus [6]. Virus

neutralizing antibody (VNA) is likely to be an essential

correlate of protection [7]. In addition to antibodies,

natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 triggers a Th1-

biased response with strong spike protein-specific

CD4+ T cells and fewer CD8+ T cells [8,9]. A recent

study has suggested a high degree of heterogeneity in

the magnitude of adaptive immune responses in SARS-

CoV-2 infected persons [10]. The memory B cells and

CD4+ T cell responses were measurable in greater than

90% of subjects for more than five months after infection

[10]. The same study also indicated that antibodies

against SARS-CoV-2 S, RBD, and neutralizing antibo-

dies declined moderately over eight months, raising

concerns for long-term protection and herd immunity

post-infection [11��,12,13].

Previous research on other pathogenic betacorona-

viruses like SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, and lessons

learned from the human immune response to natural

infection, helped identify the spike protein as an anti-

genic target for SARS-CoV-2 vaccine development.

Therefore, most vaccines in pre-clinical and clinical

trials have utilized the spike protein as their target

antigen. Here we discuss the advantages and disadvan-

tages of the lead candidates currently approved for mass

vaccination and the other advanced candidates in phase

3 trials. Many features of these vaccines are not yet

known based on their relatively short time of use. Some

information is provided on preprint servers without

peer-review and press releases from the companies.

With more than 73 vaccines in clinical and 182 vaccines

in pre-clinical development, we focus our opinions on

the current front runners that may profoundly affect

global health. This review aims to caution readers to

refer to peer-reviewed journals for vaccine information

without endorsing any of these novel vaccines and

provide an unbiased evaluation.
www.sciencedirect.com
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mRNA-based vaccines
On December 11–18, 2020, the first two COVID-19

vaccines received emergency use approval for mass

vaccinations in the US; BNT162b1 was developed by

Pfizer and mRNA-1273 by Moderna and both were

mRNA-based vaccines [14–16]. These vaccines use a

lipid-based delivery platform and an almost identical

antigen, a pre-fusion stabilized SARS-CoV-2 spike pro-

tein-encoding mRNA. The vaccines differ in their pro-

prietary lipid delivery platform and the amount of antigen

used (30 mg for Pfizer and 100 mg for Moderna). A recent

phase 3 study with both vaccines indicated that both

bestowed an exceptionally high protection level of about

95% in preventing symptomatic COVID-19 disease and

100% prevention of severe COVID-19 disease [15,16].

The mRNA vaccines also induced a robust CD4 cytokine

response involving type 1 helper T (Th1) cells among

participants [17,18]. While the clinical results are out-

standing, the stability of this protective immune response

beyond four months is unknown, and little is known about

whether this new platform can provide long-term immu-

nity [19]. The presence of CD4+ memory T cells in

humans vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine suggests a

supportive memory phenotype [17]. The mRNA

vaccine’s primary drawback is the adverse effects induced

one day following vaccination, which is more prominent

after the second shot. Further studies need to be per-

formed to verify the safety of additional boosters with this

platform in case of waning immune responses or emerging

new virus variants. These adverse effects may be either

due to the antigen used or the delivery platform. If the

adverse effect is caused by the delivery vehicles, further

use of such vaccines for boosting or other pathogen

vaccines would be concerning. An additional drawback

of the mRNA vaccines is the strict low-temperature

storage requirement, making large stockpiling almost

impossible and disqualifying these vaccines for most of

the world population. In summary, mRNA has been

developed rapidly and proven to be a highly efficient

vaccine for the developed world during the pandemic.

Safety and efficacy studies are pending in children below

16–18 years, pregnant women, and immunocompromised

individuals. The cost and temperature sensitivity signifi-

cantly affect the feasibility of use for containing the

COVID-19 pandemic worldwide.

Replication-incompetent adenoviruses
TheOxford-AstraZeneca-developedvaccine, referredtoas

AZD1222 or ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 or the Oxford vaccine, is

based on a replication-incompetent chimpanzee-based

simian adenovirus (Ad) vector containing the full-length

codon-optimized coding sequence of SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein along with a tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)

leader sequence [20,21]. Unlike human adenoviral vectors

like Ad5 or Ad26, the use of viruses naturally not present in

the human population avoids the concern of pre-existing

vector-based immunity. Safety, immunogenicity, and
www.sciencedirect.com 
efficacy data support a two-dose regime, boosting binding

antibodies after the second dose [22–25]. Interestingly, the

two-dose regime did not boost the neutralizing titers after

the second dose [24]. However, live viral vectors induce

vector antibodies that might prevent multiple boosting

with this platform. Heterologous prime-boost with Adeno-

virus prime and a Poxvirus boost have previously shown to

be more effective in boosting titers than homologous

prime-boost strategies [26,27]. Therefore, the Oxford vac-

cine might serve more like a single-shot vaccine in terms of

immunogenicity. The Oxford vaccine’s initial publication

showed that in a UK trial, two immunizations with a low

dose (LD) prime and a standard dose (SD) boost could

provide efficacy of up to 90% and an efficacy of 62.1% in the

SD/SD cohort. In contrast, interim safety and efficacy data

for ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 evaluated in four trials across three

continents (Brazil, South Africa, and the UK) showed

vaccine efficacy of 70.4% after two SD doses and protection

of 64.1% after one SD dose against symptomatic disease

[23]. There have been significant concerns with the ChA-

dOx1 nCoV-19 trials. The safety study was performed with

the administration of a pain reliever before vaccination; the

efficacy study yielded substantially lower efficacy in the

SD/SD cohort; and, lastly, there have been reports of

serious adverse events [25,28]. A recent study showed that

a single dose providedanefficacy of76%, andincreasing the

time interval between the first and the second dose to

12 weeks enhanced efficacy to 82.4% [29]. Additionally, the

single dose induces a Th1-biased T cell and antibody

response in humans [30]. Although the efficacy is lower

than the mRNA vaccines, especially in older adults, the

vaccine’s stability at fridge temperature makes it a feasible

candidate as a worldwide vaccine [24]. In late December

2020-early January 2021, the Oxford vaccine received

emergency use approval in the UK and India (commercial

name-COVISHIELDTM), and on January 29, 2021, it

received emergency approval from the European Union

(EU).

Another replication-incompetent adenovirus vectored

COVID-19 vaccine, Ad26.COV2.S, developed by John-

son and Johnson (J&J) received emergency approval on

February 26, 2021. The single-shot J&J vaccine, which

encodes a full-length and pre-fusion stabilized SARS-

CoV-2 spike protein, was 66% effective at preventing

moderate to severe COVID-19 and 85% protective

against the most severe symptoms [31,32]. Interestingly,

the phase 1–2a results reported milder adverse effects

after the boost, contrary to the mRNA vaccines, suggest-

ing that such side-effects are more likely based on

delivery vehicles than the antigen. However, the lower

side effects in the second round of immunization suggest

a less efficient viral replication due to vector-directed

immunity, raising questions on the booster capabilities

of this platform. Detectable, lower CD8+ T-cell

responses were reported in older adults, but the impor-

tance of CD8+ T cells in protection against SARS-CoV-2
Current Opinion in Virology 2021, 49:52–57
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is unknown. One significant advantage of the Ad26.

COV2.S is the initial relatively potent VNA against

SARS-CoV-2 after one immunization, suggesting its

use as a single-shot vaccine [32]. Although extensive

phase 3 studies are needed to confirm the single-shot

vaccine’s efficacy, efficacy is lower with around 65%

protection [33]. Compared to mRNA vaccines, the

Ad26 might be less efficient in the over 65 age group,

who generally have reduced immune responses. In that

regard, the mRNA vaccines elicit a different response,

with higher side effects after the second injections but

better efficacy in the older population (93–94%). mRNA-

based vaccines are highly immunogenic, causing the

highest adverse effects, with still unknown long-term

impact. Of note, a single inoculation with the Ad26.

COV2.S induced higher VNA titers than a single inocu-

lation with mRNA vaccines but lower VNA titers than

the two inoculations with mRNA vaccines. Similar to the

mRNA-based vaccine, Ad26.COV2.S also induces a

strong Th1 biased immune response [33]. Although a

two-dose regime’s efficacy is currently being evaluated,

previous research using an Ad26 based vaccine against

the Ebola virus required boosting with an unrelated viral

vector (Modified Vaccinia Ankara) to achieve improved

efficacy [34�].

Gam-COVID-Vac or Sputnik V is a combined vector

vaccine based on two replication-deficient rAd26 and

rAd5 viral vectors that carry the gene SARS-CoV-2 full-

length glycoprotein S (rAd26-S and rAd5-S). It was the

first vaccine in the world to receive approval (in Russia)

in August 2020 and received sharp criticism. rAd26-S

and rAd5-S are administered intramuscularly separately

with a 21-day interval, intended to overcome any

pre-existing adenovirus immunity in the population.

Immunogenicity  data shows the absence of neutralizing

antibodies until the boost on day 21 [35]. Although the

Sputnik V reports substantially lower neutralizing titers

than the mRNA, Oxford, or the Ad26.COV2.S vaccines,

the trial reports an efficacy of 91.6% against COVID-19

[36]. Similar protection was also extended to adults

older than 60 years of age. Since the reported efficacy

does not align with the neutralizing titers, the efficacy

seen may be due to country-specific lock-down restric-

tions. More extensive cohort studies may be required in

other countries to verify the efficacy results. Lastly, the

Sputnik V vaccine has a significant advantage in that it

can be lyophilized without affecting immunogenicity,

circumventing the need for continuous cold-chain

storage.

In summary, all three replication-deficient adenovirus-

based vaccines have been shown to be beneficial in

people under 65, with a more significant advantage seen

with the single-shot Ad26.COV2.S vaccine. Additionally,

the adenovirus vaccine has not yet proven long-term

immunity in humans.
Current Opinion in Virology 2021, 49:52–57 
Subunit protein-based vaccine
NVX-CoV2373, a nanoparticle vaccine developed by

Novavax, is composed of trimeric prefusion stabilized

full-length SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoproteins and the

saponin-based Matrix-M1 adjuvant [37]. The safety

and immunogenicity study reported a dramatic boost in

binding and neutralizing titers in the adjuvanted groups

after the second immunization. More importantly, neu-

tralizing antibody responses after the second vaccination

in the adjuvanted groups exceeded values seen in symp-

tomatic COVID-19 outpatients as well as convalescent

serum from hospitalized patients with COVID-19. The

T cell responses, binding, and neutralizing antibody

responses were similar in the 5 mg and 25 mg NVX-

CoV2373 Matrix-M1 adjuvanted groups, highlighting

the benefit of the adjuvant in antigen-dose sparing

[38]. The nanoparticle platform has the advantage of

safety data on more than 14 000 participants in various

vaccine trials, including children, pregnant women, older

adults, and more than 4300 participants exposed to

Matrix-M1 adjuvant, from 5 months to 85 years of age.

The safety profile and stability of the vaccine and

adjuvant at fridge temperatures make NVX-CoV2373 a

promising candidate.

Inactivated SARS-COV-2
Three safety and immunogenicity Phase 1/2 studies have

been conducted by different companies (Sinopharm,

Sinovac, and Bharat Biotech) utilizing the inactivated

SARS-CoV-2 virus adjuvanted aluminum hydroxide

[39–41]. All three studies followed a prime-boost regime

and reported a significant increase in binding and neu-

tralizing antibodies after the second immunization. The

advantage of the inactivated vaccine platform is the

relatively lower adverse events reported compared to

mRNA or the Oxford vaccines, multiple boosting capa-

bility, and the excellent safety and immunogenicity

profile in older adults [40]. The Sinopharm and Sinovac

vaccines have received emergency use approval in China

and UAE, and the Bharat Biotech vaccine has received

emergency use approval in India.

Vaccines and SARS-CoV-2 variants: outlook
The rapidly spreading SARS-Cov-2 virus has led to rapid

progress in vaccine development. Widespread whole

genome sequencing (WGS) efforts have allowed

researchers to track the spread of different lineages glob-

ally. Some mutations have emerged that appear to be

advantageous to the virus by providing fitness and facili-

tating the faster spread of particular lineages, such as the

recently described variant of concern 202012/01 (B.1.1.7)

lineage in the UK. The emergence of variants of SARS-

CoV-2 has raised concerns about the ability of the

approved vaccines to neutralize the variants [42��]. A

lentivirus-based pseudovirion assay with the UK variant

showed that human sera from Pfizer, Moderna, and

Novavax vaccinated individuals remained sensitive to
www.sciencedirect.com
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neutralization, with moderately reduced levels in com-

parison to wild-type virus [43]. Meanwhile, the South

African (SA) variant emerged with several mutations in

the spike protein, specifically RBD, that cause a dramatic

reduction in convalescent serum neutralizing titers. A

recent study has shown a small reduction, but preserved

neutralization, in sera from Pfizer BNT162b2 vaccine

individuals [44]. Sera from individuals vaccinated with

the Moderna and Pfizer mRNA vaccine showed a small

but significant reduction in neutralizing potential against

the variants, with the most profound effect seen with the

RBD mutation of E484K seen in the SARS-CoV-2 SA

variant [45]. A preprint publication has reported that the

two-dose regimen of ChAdOx1-nCoV19 did not protect

against mild-moderate COVID-19 caused by the SA

variant (B.1.351) [46]. The Ad26.COV2.S also has report-

edly reduced efficacy of 57% in the SA trials [47]. These

results suggest that all vaccines may need to be periodi-

cally updated to maintain efficacy.

The emergence of variants has highlighted the impor-

tance of conducting clinical trials in several countries in

order to account for variants and health and economic

status while assessing efficacy. The Novavax NVX-

CoV2373 study found that vaccine efficacy was 89% in

the UK and 60% in South Africa [48]. The J&J Ad26.

COV2.S study found that efficacy was 72% in the US,

66% in Brazil, and 57% in South Africa [47]. The rise of

variants may be attributed to the intrinsic nature of RNA

viruses to evolve, as well as the geographic spread of the

virus leading to distinct variants. The emergence of the

variant B.1.1.7 in the United Kingdom was first detected

in September 2020 and is now the most predominant

form of SARS CoV-2 in the US. The SA variant called

B.1.351, which was detected in January 2021 may have

the ability to re-infect people who have recovered from

earlier versions of the SARS CoV-2 infections, in addi-

tion to being somewhat resistant to some of the corona-

virus vaccines in development as seen by the reduced

neutralizing potential in comparison to the parental and

the UK strain [45,46]. The deficit in worldwide vaccine

coverage coinciding with the widespread prevalence of

the SARS CoV-2 may have been a contributing factor for

the rise of these variants.

The lack of vaccines for children, pregnant women, and

immunocompromised individuals poses a significant risk

to the population. With the rise of fast-spreading and

more infectious variants and asymptomatic individuals

being 75% as infectious as symptomatic COVID-19

patients, the pandemic is more difficult to control [49].

WHO has provided the following recommendation con-

cerning the new variants: (1) governments should make

increased efforts to prevent the spread of the variants; (2)

manufacturers should be prepared to adjust to the SARS-

CoV-2 viral evolution to potentially provide future

booster shots; (3) trials should be designed to allow any
www.sciencedirect.com 
changes in efficacy to be assessed; (4) genomic surveil-

lance should be enhanced; (5) high-risk groups worldwide

should receive priority vaccination (6) Governments and

donors support the COVAX initiative in order to ensure

equitable access and delivery of vaccines [50]. The slow

vaccine rollout in the US and UK and the struggle of low-

income and middle-income countries to obtain even a

minimum number of vaccine doses along with wide-

spread vaccine hesitancy have significantly hampered

the control of SARS-CoV-2. Despite these barriers,

on-going studies demonstrating the efficacy of current

vaccines against the variants gives us a fighting chance for

controlling the pandemic and holds the promise of saving

countless lives.
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